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Reduced Rank in Noetherian Rings 
A. \ii. GOLI)IE 
The notion of the reduced rank of a finitely generated module over a right 
Soetherian ring was first intrnduced in [S] but has been little used until recently. 
Our aim in this paper is to use the reduced rank to give new proofs of a number 
of important results in ring theory and also to extend the Principal Ideal 
Theorem of Jntcgaonkar, [6]. 
REDUCED RANK 
Let K be a right Soetherian semiprime ring and C:, its semisimple Artinian 
right quotient ring. The length of a composition series of a finitely generated 
right Q-modulr .-f is denoted by 9(_4). If M is a finitely generated right R- 
module, then the reduced rank, p(‘lZ), of AT is defined by 
PHoPosITIonr I. 1. Let 121 be ajinite(vgeraeruted mvd~~le we,- the right ,\hetheviwc 
serniprime ring R. 
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(a) 1fMr is a su6rnodule C$ M then p(M) = p(Ml) f p(M/Ml); 
(b) p(M) = 0 if and on[v zf M is a torsion R-module. 
Proof. Let Q be the semisimple Artinian right quotient ring of R. Then 
(a) follows since & is flat and Y( ) is additive over short exact sequences of 
Q-modules, and (b) follows since dl is a torsion R-module if and only if 
M (gR ,o = 0. 
If R is any right Noetherian I-in,, (r and AY is the nilpotent radical of R then the 
above definition can be extended to R as follows: If U is a finitely generated 
R-module then the reduced rank, pR(AZ), is defined by 
~'HEOREM 1.2. Let AI be a finitely generated R-module or.:eY the right ;lToetherian 
ritq R. 
(a) 1f Mr is a submodule of il!J then pR(M) = pR(MJ -+ pR(M/Ml). 
(b) p,(M) = 0 if and onlv if for each ~1 E i’VZ there exists c rqplar mod&o h: 
such that mc = 0. 
Proof. (a) The proof is by induction on the least integer k such that MIVL = 0. 
If k I, Proposition I. I gives the result. Otherwise, by induction, 
and, by Proposition I. I, 
Therefore, from the definition, 
p(:lZ) = p(M/MiV) + p(iZliV) 
:~= [p(M/Mfv + lll~) + p(M1V + :ll,/MJ] 
L {p(Ml/MIV n Ml) f p(MNn Ml/M&V): + p(MJV) 
= p(MlMl) + /+%/WV + p(M,W, by definition on M/A&r and 
Proposition 1.1 on MJiWr~, 
z= p(Mpq -t p(MJ, from the definition. 
(b) Suppose that ~~(111) = 0 and 27UX” ~1 0 and choose m E M. Then, 
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for each i, P~,~(M~V~/M~\T~ 1) = 0, so that there exist cr ,..., ck E ‘t (:Y) with 
( Nzcr .‘. ciPl + M:V’i~~l)(r, + i\‘) = 0 in MLVP1/MAri and, consequently, 
m(c, “. r,) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that for each 112 E M there exists c E K(lY) such that 
mc == 0. Then, for any i, (m + MAVi+r)(c + ,V) = 0 in M.W’/MNi+r, and so 
PR.‘N(MN’/M.Vi 1) =:: 0. Thus PK(M) 0. 
THE ORE CONDITION 
Small’s theorem [8] gives the standard criterion for the cxistencc of right 
Xrtinian quotient rings of right n’oetherian rings. A simplified proof of this 
result is obtained by using the reduced rank. 
If &-l is a two-sided ideal of a ring R then we define <6(.-l) :- [c E li 1 c + --I 
is a nonzero divisor in R/,4:. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Small). If R is a +ht Abetherian ring then R has a right 
z-lrtinian right quotient ring if and on131 ;fV(O) -= F?(N), where .V is the nilpotent 
radical of R. 
Proof. We show only (--). ‘To establish the existence of a quotient ring 
it is sufficient to show that the right Ore condition holds. Let a E R and c E k?(O). 
Since R s CR, pR(cR) = p,(R), so that pR(R/cR) = 0, by Theorem 1.2(a). By 
Theorem 1.2(b) there exists d E ‘%(AV) = ‘6(O) with ad E CR; so the right Ore 
condition holds and R has a right quotient ring Q. 
The fact that Q is right Artinian follows from the observation that if J 5 I 
are right ideals of Q, then ~~(1 n R/J n R) .-- 0. 
FULLY BOUNDED RINGS 
A ring R is right bounded if every essential right ideal of R contains a nonzero 
two-sided ideal. -4 ring R is right fuQ Oounded if every prime factor ring of R 
is right bounded. The most important class of right fully bounded rings is the 
class of rings with polynomial identity [l]. 
Following Gabriel [4], a ring R is said to be an R-yin<? if for every finitely 
generated R-module M there esist finitely many elements nzr ,..., VZ,! E M such 
that arm,(M) -= ann,(m, ,..., m,,). Commutative rings are obviously H-rings. 
Cauchon [2] has shown that the classes of right Noetherian H-rings and 
right Noetherian, right fullv bounded rings coincide. The difficult part of this 
result is that right Noetherian, right fully bounded rings are H-rings and WC 
shall give a new proof of this fact using reduced rank. A few preliminary ob- 
servations are needed. 
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If C.: is a uniform R-module we define 
ass( L’) = [r E R 1 IS = 0 for some nonzero submodule I’ of Cl:. 
The properties given in the following lemma are easy to justify. 
LERIJIA 3. I. Let R be a right Soetherian ring and U a uniform R-module. Then 
(a) for an? BonaeYo submodule W of U, annR( W) C ass( IV) = ass(U), 
(b) there is a nonzero submodule W of U such that ass(U) = ass(W) = 
annR( II’), 
(c) ass( CT) is a prime ideal of R. 
Ass( 15’) is called the associated prime ideal of U. 
LEMM.4 3.2. Let R be a right Noetherian, right bounded prime ring and M a 
nonzero finitely generated R-module. If pR(M) = 0 then ass(M) # 0. 
Proaf. Let 0 =y’. m E M. Since p,(M) = 0 there exists a regular element c 
of R with mc = 0. Since R is right bounded, CR contains a nonzero two-sided 
ideal B. But then mB = 0; so that (mR)B = 0 and 0 j: B C ass(M). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a right Noetherian ring and let M be a finitely generated 
R-module. There exists submodules M1 ,..., M, of M such that each MjMi is 
uniform and 0 m= fly=, M?; 
LEMMA 3.4. Let R be a right Noetherian, right bounded prime ring. If M is a 
finitely generated, faithful, un$orm R-module then ass(M) = 0. 
Proof. If ass(M) # 0, choose 0 # R a submodule maximal such that 
B = arm,(K) =h 0. Now K f M so choose any m E M\K. Since M is uniform, 
M/S is a singular submodule; so there is an essential right ideal E of R such 
that mE C K. But E contains a nonzero two-sided ideal &4 of R. Thus 
(mR $- K)AB -= 0, and, since AB # 0, this contradicts the choice of K. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let R be a right Noetherian, right fully bounded ring. If M is a 
jnitely generated, unzyorm faithful R-module and P = ass(M) then l,(P) is an 
essential right ideal of R. 
Proof. If I is a nonzero right ideal of R, choose a nonzero right ideal U of R 
such that I _ _C I and Q = Y(U) is a prime ideal. Now, since MU # 0, P = 
ass(M’r:), by Lemma 3.1(a). However, MU is a uniform, faithful R/Q-module, 
so by Lemma 3.4, Q = ass(MU). Thus P = Q. Therefore, UC Z(P) and 
Z(P) n I di 0. Hence Z(P) is an essential right ideal. 
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THEOREX 3.6 (C’auchon). !f R is a right il’oethevian, vight Ju11~ bounded 
riny then R is m II-ring. 
PIWO~. I,et JI be a finitely generated R-module. If 0 = n:’ , .\I, for some 
suhmodules -11, of -11, then arm,(M) ny=, ann,(M,); so, bv I,emma 3.3, we 
may assume that Alis a uniform module. By passing to the facto,’ ring R~ann,(.lZ). 
we may assume that ann,(dl) x 0. 
Put P = ass(,V). Choose a finite set of elements ~1~ ,..., tn,, of .I/ such that 
s pR .[Z(P) n annR(q ,..., w,)] is as small as possible. For an\. 7t7 c :‘l/. KC 
then have s em pR.,[Z(P) n annR(ttll ,..., m,, , M)]; so, by Theorem 1 .2(a). 
pR ,[/(I’) n annR(q ,..., tt’,,)/~(P) n annR(ml ,..., tt& , ffl)] !) 
IIcnce, if K : fft[Z(P) n annR(7q ,..., tq,)] then K is an K/‘-mc~lulc and 
pR ,f,(S) ~-- 0. By Lemma 3.7, if 1< :’ 0 then I’ Y$ ass(K) ass(.il J 1’. a 
contradiction. Thus K -= 0 and I(P) n ann,(q ,..., nz,) i ann,(;ll’) 0. But 
I(P) is an essential right ideal of R, by Lemma 3.5. so ann,(nz, ,.... 717,,) 0. 
INVERTIBLE IDEAL-: 
C’entral to the theory of commutative Noctherian rings is the t’rincipal Idcal 
Theorem, due to ‘1T’. Gull, which can be stated in the form: A prime ideal I’ 
minimal over the element s has rank at most one. Several attempts have been 
made to generalize this theorem to a noncommutative setting; in particular, we 
mention that due to Jategaonkar which asserts the result in a ri,qht Soetherian 
ring provided that the element .v is nor-mal, that is, sR := R.Y. 
Here the result of Jategaonkar is generalized, while at the same timt. a proof 
is presented which uses the reduced rank. It is worth mentioninK that the 
essential characteristic of the reduced rank appears in the prooP, l~cause it 
enables one to obtain some of the benefits of classical localization in a situation 
where this localization does not exist. Even for commutative rings it provides 
the minor advantage of dispensing with localization in the concluding stage of 
the proof of the Principal Ideal Theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 1421). 
A ring T is an ozeuring of I< if R C T and IT _ lR An ideal .1 of K is an 
incertible ideal of R if there is an overring 7’ of R containing an Ii R-himodule 
S--l such -X-Am 1 YIS --= R. As an example, sup-p _ ose R is a right Xoetherian 
prime ring and s a normal element of R. Then XR : = R.r is an in\-crtible ideal 
of N with inverse s-1R :-= Rs -I in the quotient ring of I?. Sormal elements 
appear m every ideal of certain universal enveloping algebras of finite dimen- 
sional soluble Lie algebras; also, central elements, which are trivially normal 
elements, appear readily in prime polynomial identity rings and group rings of 
finitely gencrated nilpotent groups. The usual example of a commutativt- 
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Dedekind domain which is not a principal ideal domain provides invertible 
ideals which are not principal ideals. 
Throughout this section, X will be an invertible ideal of the right Yoetherian 
ring R, and for our calculations it will be sufficient to assume T = UnCw AY?, 
which is easily seen to be an overring of R. 
LEMMA 4. I. If A, B are right R-submodules of T then 
(a) (.-1 n B&Y = AX n BX, and 
(b) A\-~~l n BE1 = (A n B)/F. 
Proof. (a) Obviously, (A n B)X C AX n BX. Now (AX n BX)X-l C 
AXF-l n BXY--1 = A n B; SO AX n BX = (AX n BS),VX C (A n B)X. 
Part (b) is proved similarly. 
LEMMA 4.2. If P is a prime ideal such that X g P, then &1-P = X n P = P-Y 
and S LIP = P&T-l. 
Proof. Obviously, PX C P n X. NOW (P n X)X-l L X2? == R; SO 
(P n S)Sm l is an ideal of R. Since (P n X)X-i X == P n S _C P and X $ P, 
we have (P n X)X-l C P and so P n X = PX. XP ==: P n X is proved 
similarly, and J-lP = P,Fl follows easily. 
THEOREM 4.3. If P is a prime ideal such that X g P, then S -1- PIP is an 
invertible ideal of the ring R/P. 
Proof. The ideals Xn, II 3 1 are invertible and Xn $ P; so PX?l = P n ,Yf’ 
and Pa\- jL = AY-nP, by Lemma 4.2. It follows, by Lemma 4.1, that P == 
PX-” n R. Therefore, PT n R = (unCw PX-%) n R = UnCo (PX-n n R) = P. 
Also, PT =z (Jncw PX-” = (Jn<w X-P = TP; so, PT is an ideal of T. Since 
PT n R = P, the natural homomorphism Y + P -+ Y + PT embeds R/P into 
TIPT, and then X + P/P has inverse X-l + PTIPT. 
LEMMA 4.4. If I is a right ideal of R then, for some integer n, In X21’ _C I,Ilrl. 
Proof (cf. [3]). The ascending chain of right ideals of R, I C (I n X)A-1 C 
(I n 52)5-z C ... _C R, must become stationary, say (I n Xn)X-n = 
(In S~l~i r)aYp(n -l) = .... Then(1 n ,P)X-fl = (In X~~).Y-~T~, and SO (In X-2”) : 
(I n XT?)S’b C IdI7n. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let B C A be jinitely generated right R-submodules of T such 
that AX 5 B, then p,,,(A/B) = pRIx(AX/BX). 
Proof. Let N be the ideal of R such that XC N and K/X is the nilpotent 
radical of R1.Y. Because X-1NXis nilpotent mod(X) it follows that ,lY-lKX C I\‘, 
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i.e., X-Y C _YiV; and similarly, SA’ i‘ NAY, so that SA’ m= 1V.Y. In order to show 
that ~~~,r(~rl/B) : = p,.,Y(dY/BS), suppose, without loss of generality, that 
AN L B, and hence also that AYiV C BS. There is a natural lattice isomorphism 
C/B ++ CX/BS between submodules of d/B and AX/BS and it suffices to 
show that torsion modules correspond under this isomorphism (where the 
torsion is with respect to regular elements of R/V). Thus it is sufficient to show 
that if A/B is a torsion R/i\‘-module then so is AY/BI’, where I- is either .Y or 
S--i. Note that 1-K ~1 NJ-, a n d so, for t E l’, tI* C N if and only if 1.t r. :V-. 
Let a E Ag17, and put K -~= (Y E R j UY E BITJ 3 A’. We need to show that 
K n ‘K(N) # ::’ , and this is done by showing that K/N is an essential right 
ideal of R/K. Suppose then that I is a right ideal of R containing A\- such that 
In K = :V. Choose any s E Il.-l, then s E I*-‘. Kow as E --Ill7 L .i; so 
there exists c E 55(N) such that asc E B. Then asc I; C BE’. But SC I- C ZJ- lK17 C 
I C R; so SC I7 C1 n K =: :\:. Therefore I- SC C AV. Now IS C 171.~ l C R. 
Therefore, since c E K(N), 1-x 5 N; and so s17 C N. Since s is an arbitrary 
element from 11-m *, 1 m= II--t I7 C Ah7 and so K is essential o\-er _V. 
Let P be a prime ideal in a ring Ii. Then ~anh (P) = n if thcrc is a chain of 
prime ideals P $ P, >f P, 2 .‘. >z P,, and no such chain which is longer. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be a ri’ht ,bioetheriau ring with an ine’ertihle ideal 
S #= R. If P is a prime ideal minimal ozler S then rank(P) ~-1 1. 
Proof. Suppose rank(P) 1; 2 and let P z Pl 2 P, be a chain of prime 
ideals. By Theorem 4.3, S + P,/P2 is an invertible ideal of H,‘P, , P/P, is 
minimal over S + P,/P, , and PIP, 2 P,,‘P, are nonzero prime ideals of 
R/P, . By passing to the factor ring R/P, ( assume that P, .m: 0; so that R is a 
prime ring. 
Let v be a regular element of R in Pl . By Lemma 4.4, for some II, JR n .Y211 ir
1’ P . Now P is minimal over S”, also; so replace S by Sn and suppose that 
yR n XL C y-Y. The modular law then gives JAR n (-Y’ + yS) !S. 
Let p(M) denote the reduced rank of a finitely generated Rj.Y-module 111. 
and let 12; be the ideal containing S such that S/.17 is the nilpotent radical of K,‘.Y. 
\Ye have p(S” 1 vRiSS -+ ~9s) = p(-Y" -L r?S ~-- vR/S3 -(- ~1s) - 
(A-” -~+- yS)) =~- p(y~~/~.Y) -‘,~(R,‘l‘i). - - - 
p( yR/yR n 
However, p(S JR/I” - X-Y) p(-Y in yR,‘S) -+ p(S,‘.\-’ >,.I-) 
/.,(S -1 JR/S) -;-- ,J(R/X + JR) :-= t$R/S), where the penultimate equality 
follows by Lemma 4.5. 
Therefore, by Theorem 1.2(a), 
,o(S + yR/F -I-- yR) = 0. 
Let .T E S; by Theorem 1.2(b), there exists c E U;(K) such that SC E S’ fm >JR L 
S2 + P, . Therefore SC E 5: A-- S n Pl , and SC E S? -j- -YPl, by Lemma 4.2. 
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Consequently, A-lsc C X + P1 C P. But ,Y-?V C R and E E g’(X) _C ‘K(P), since 
P,IN is a minimal prime of the ring R/N; so -Y-lx C P. Since s was an arbitrary 
element of -‘iT, R = ZIX 5 P, a contradiction. 
~‘OROLLART 4.7 [6]. Let R be a right A’oetherian ring with a normal nonunif 
u and let P be a prime ideal minimal over uR = Ru; then P has rank at most one. 
Proof. ils above, we may suppose that R is prime; so that u is regular and 
hence has an inverse in the classical quotient ring of R. Therefore uR is an 
invertible ideal and Theorem 4.6 applies to uR. 
THEORE~I 4.8. Let R be a prime right Koefherian PI ring and let x be a regular 
nonunit of R. Let B be the largest two-sided ideal of R which is contained in xR and 
let P be a prime ideal minimal ozler B. Suppose that s $ g(P). Then P has rauk 
at most one. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 4.6 can be modified to prove this result. 
Replace S with xR and choose 1’ to be a nonzero central element of PI . Since 
R/yR is right Noetherian, there is a positive integer PZ such that if Y E R with 
.V ’ II. E VR then .Y% E yR. Replacing x * by s gives yR n (x2R + yxR) = yxR. 
Let p(M) denote the reduced rank of a finitely generated R/B-module; then, as 
before, ~(,x2R+yR/.r2R+yxR) = p(R/xR) and the proof that p(~R+yR/x~+y.rR) 
= p(Rj.rR) is straightforward because p(xR/x*R -+ y.vR) = p(xR/GR + qyR) = 
p(R/xR -1 yR). Thus there is an element c E E’(N), where N/B is the nilpotent 
radical of RIB, such that xc E x2R + PI . But sR contains B and B g PI so that 
x E U(P,) and c E sR f PI C .rR + P. Since c E F(P), this gives x E ‘G(P), a 
contradiction. 
It should be noted that, in the notation of Theorem 4.8, the possibility that 
x E K(P) can occur. For instance, let R =: (3 “f) and let x = (t !$. Then B = 
(i; g$) and with P = (“$ “s), x E V(P). Of course, in this example, rank (P) = 1. 
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